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New IPD Cylinder Kits for Caterpillar® C13 Engines
DID YOU KNOW…that IPD has a patent on friction welded steel pistons (US Patent #9,216,474), and
that IPD has been manufacturing and selling this high tech design for Caterpillar® C13 on-highway
engines since 2014 (note: IPDSteel pistons also
available for Cat® C7, C15, C18, C27, & C32 engines).
IPD now offers Cylinder Kits with IPD manufactured
friction welded steel pistons for Cat® C13 industrial
applications. Piston features and benefits include:






Exclusive IPDSteel design (your only other
source is the OE dealer)
Engineered and heat treated for strength and
hardness
Precision machined pin bore for durability
Patent pending high tech coating for corrosion resistance and enhanced anti-friction properties
Manufactured by IPD in Torrance, California (USA)
YOU HAVE A CHOICE! Why pay for OE when you can get IPD?
(Proven Quality, Proven Performance, Proven Value)

New IPD Part Numbers
A total of 58 new IPD part numbers are now available for order, highlights as follows:
Cat® C7/C9/C15/C32 applications
 Gasket Sets
Cat® C13 applications
 Cylinder Kits & Gasket Sets
Cat® 3500 applications
 Head Bolt kits & Gasket Sets
CLICK HERE for details

IPDStyle Gasket Sets
IPDStyle™ complete gasket sets are one of the most popular of IPD innovations. Many IPD customers
have already discovered that these kits SAVE TIME AND MONEY compared to OE style kits.

IPD brand In-Frame Set for Cat® C15

IPD brand Out-of-Frame Set for Cat® C7

Features and benefits include as follows:
 Available for Out-of-Frame and In-Frame engine overhauls, as well as for Cylinder Head repairs
 Expertly configured by IPD so you have all the components you need to complete your service
(we do the work for you, one IPDStyle set replaces many OE style sets)
 Components bagged in sub-assemblies with identification for the applicable areas of service (no
need to waste time searching)
 Complete contents listing provided so you know what you are receiving (no surprises)
 Latest technologies incorporated, such as multi-layer steel (MLS) and composite head gaskets
(up-to-date designs ensure set availability for the latest applications)
 Premium materials for reliability, longevity, and performance (quality designed into each set)
 Proven durability around the world in the harshest environments (built to last)
 Industry leading warranty protection (peace of mind)
 Extremely wide range of applications available (no need to look elsewhere)
Many happy IPD customers have reported that using IPDStyle Gasket Sets saves them a significant
number of hours (TIME & MONEY) during the ordering, handling, storage, and especially throughout the
repair process. Discover “The IPD Difference”, try IPDStyle kits today!
CLICK HERE to read more about IPDStyle Gasket Sets
CLICK HERE to read more about IPD Differentiation

New Unboxing Video – IPD In-Frame Kit
IPD In-Frame Engine Overhaul Kits are extremely popular. IPD prepared an unboxing video to help
educate customers what they might normally see when they order an IPD In-Frame Kit. Click on image
below to view.

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
Please be aware that IPD will be closed on the following days in observance of the upcoming holidays:
Friday, December 23
Monday, December 26
Friday, December 30
Monday, January 2
Than you for your business!
All manufacturers' names, numbers, symbols and descriptions are for reference only. It is not implied that any part is the product of the manufacturer.
Cat®, Caterpillar®, Cummins®, Detroit™, Detroit Diesel®, Volvo®, & Waukesha® are trademarks of their respective owners.
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